
Our innovative and growing company is hiring for a software quality assurance
engineer. We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and
to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be
considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for software quality assurance engineer

Guide the execution of automated testing for the User Interfaces (UI’s),
service tier, and back-end, to ensure the product is feature complete and
error free
Test execution of both Manual and Automated testing
Write test procedures for the purposes of software verification in
programming languages such as C#, Javascript, and Python
Design complex tools and fixtures to facilitate manual and automated testing
(for example, may need to work with off-the-shelf components, external
suppliers, and/or service providers)
Familiarity with scripting languages (such as bash, powershell, cmd)
The creation and execution of manual test cases for a CRM applications
Follows best practices in line with the latest industry standards in automation
development, maintenance and management of the test automation artifacts
Develops and maintains a thorough knowledge of BU products, services and
processes by engaging in formal and informal training
Assists in the planning phase of QA projects by collaborating with the project
team (e.g., Development, Product Management, Project Management) to
gain a thorough understanding of the project objectives and prioritizing steps
Participates in the overall management of SQA projects by reporting SQA
status at project meetings and on weekly updates

Example of Software Quality Assurance Engineer Job
Description
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Team player with strong interpersonal and communication skills, must be able
to work successfully with distributed team members
2-5 years total QA work experience
Test automation and tools experience (Selenium) desired
Experience in UFT is a plus
Exposure to ERP systems is a plus (JDE Enterprise One and SAP/E1) ,CRM
systems (Siebel)
Experience in Internet protocols and/or networking technologies for
telecommunications


